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G.C.E. A/L EXAMINATION

General English - II
Grade 12

Time : 2½ Hours

Part A - Vocabulary

(25 marks)

01. Underline the correct word ending selecting from those given in brackets:(1)

All the members had Unani ....................................................... (mously, moused, mous)
selected Venuja as the President.

(2)

My father is interest ................................................ (ing, ingly, ed) in writing articles to
Newspapers.

(3)

My sister is a very aggre ............................. (sively, sive, ssiving) character.

(4)

There are times that I feel very gener .................................... (ous, tously, sed), but
sometimes I'm little concerned about it.

(5)

Vindya is very creat ................................... (ive, ed, ion) and she will be a good writer one
day.

(10 marks)

02. Underline the most appropriate word from those given in brackets.
(1)

The (principle, principal) gave an advisable speech to the students of A/L classes.

(2)

We have drama (practise, practice) daily, after school.

(3)

It is a (great, grate) pleasure for me to speak to you at this occassion.

(4)

My Parents take us to temple every (week, weak)

(5)

We should wear clean (cloths, clothes) daily.

(10 marks)

04. Complete the following sentences by putting the words in brackets in the correct order.
(1)

Our teacher asked me ............................................................................................................
(got / from / letters / the / whether / university / my sister)

(2)

She is a ..................................................................................................................................
(that / everybody / clever / girl / very / her / likes)
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(3)

An ostrich .............................................................................................................................
(about / run / fifty / can / an / kilometers / hour)

(4)

This is ...................................................................................................................................
(a / the / stranger / which / dog / yesterday / bit )

(5)

Mevan was absent .................................................................................................................
(meeting / not / for / as / the / he / wel / was)

(10 marks)

Part B
01. Read the given advertisement and answer the given questions.

(1)

When is the interview?

(2)

What are the qualifications you should have for this post?

(3)

Where should you go for the interview?

(4)

If you wish to get more details which no you contact?
(10 marks)
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02. Read the passage and answer the questions below.
The International disability day falls on December 3rd every year and it is widely
commemorated by people with disabilities throughout the world. A disability is any restriction or
lack of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range considered normal for a
human being. It is estimated that more than 10 percent of the Sri Lankan population suffer from
psychological and anatomical disabilities.
It is well realized that people with physiological disabilities suffer from mental illness due to
social disgrace which is loaded on to the minds of these innocent human beings. So that the
government should take necessary steps to stop this in Sri Lanka.
(1)

What is the importance day of Dec. 3 rd?

(2)

What is meant by '' disability'' ?

(3)

What Sort of disabilities do 10% of the Sri Lankans suffer from ?

(4)

Why do people with physiological disabilities suffer from mental illness?

(5)

Whom do you think is responsible for this issue?

( 15 marks)
Part C - Comprehension
01. Your father's birthday is today. You want to buy a blue shirt for him. Use the words in
brackets and complete the dialogue with the salesman.
Salesman

:

Yes, sir can I help you ?

You

:

Yes, "I'm looking for a shirt for my father."

Salesman

:

(i) ..............................................................................................................
(asks the size.)

You

:

(ii) .............................................................................................................
(tells the size is good.)

Salesman

:

(iii) .............................................................................................................
(shows a red shirt.)

You

:

(iv) .............................................................................................................
(refuse the colour and asks for the colour you want.)

Salesman

:

What about this one? I think this is good for your father. It's Rs. 1000/-

You

:

(v) ..............................................................................................................
(tell that you like it.)

(10 marks)
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02. You got a letter from your class teacher telling that you are having a camp for two days at school.
But your father does not like for your going. Write the conversation that takes place between your
father and you. Each one of you should speak at leaset five times.
(10 marks)

Grade 12
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General English - II

Part D - Writing
01. Write a paragraph beginning with the given sentence. (75 - 100 words)
" If I'm a lottery winner."

(10 marks)

02. You went on three day trip to Nuwara - Eliya with your family members. It's really enjoyable and
you write a letter to your best friend to tell about your trip. Use about 125 - 150 words.
(15 marks)
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